
Warm indoorsy type.
Low maintenance.
Gets hot on command. 

Too bad this isn’t a classified ad.

Brains and beauty? And you didn’t think you could have both. The wall mountable 
Prestige Excellence Series proves you can. Combining the 95% efficiency of the 
Prestige 110 Series stainless steel  condensing  gas boiler with a built-in 14-gallon 
Indirect Fired Water Heater capable of producing 180 gph of domestic hot water,  
it’s the total package in home heating.  

For more information, visit www.triangletube.com
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PRESTIGE EXCELLENCE



More heat than a SWAT team. 
Green enough for the tree huggers.
Who says you can’t please everyone?

All the warmth. None of the guilt. Featuring a stainless steel condensing gas  
boiler whose power is matched only by its 95% efficiency, the wall mountable 
Prestige Series is sure to provide your residential customers with consistent  
heat and savings all year long. Available in 5 models with capacities of 60,000  
to 399,000 Btu/hr.  Kumbaya anyone?

For more information, visit www.triangletube.com
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PRESTIGE



Hydronic heat hat trick.
Say that five times fast. 

If the goal is cool savings and consistent warmth, Prestige wall mountable gas 
boilers are the solution. Team up with the Prestige residential series, available 
in five stainless steel models with capacities from 60,000 to 399,000 Btu/hr, and 
experience inexpensive year-round radiant heat. Or, choose the Prestige Excellence 
series, which beyond warming your home also provides 180 gph of domestic hot 
water. For commercial uses, nothing beats the powerful flexibility of the Prestige 
Cascade series and its impressive ability to provide up to 800,000 Btu/hr. Of course, 
no matter which Prestige system you prefer, one thing’s for sure: you’ll enjoy the 
same quiet and 95% energy efficient performance with all three.

For more information, visit www.triangletube.com
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With the money you save, you could take  
a trip to see your in-laws. Or not.
The chill in the air that accompanied your in-laws last visit wasn’t what 
you think. It was your house’s lack of consistent heat and hot water.  
Bring back the warmth with the Prestige Excellence. Combining the  
95% efficiency of  Prestige stainless steel condensing gas boilers with  
a built-in Indirect Fired Water Heater capable of producing180 gph  
of domestic hot water, Excellence is as powerful as it is cost-effective.  
Of course, whether you use the energy savings to visit good old Mom 
and Dad this year is entirely up to you. 

For a Triangle Tube dealer nearest you, visit www.triangletube.com

PRESTIGE EXCELLENCE

Available in five models with capacities 
ranging from 60,000 to 399,000 Btu/hr.



Every home has a chance to go green.

Sure, you’ve thought about making your home greener. You just don’t 
want to spend a lot of green to get there. Thanks to the 95% efficiency 
of the Prestige Series stainless steel gas boiler its possible to accomplish 
both. The Prestige’s powerful, cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly performance and wall-mountable design provides consistent
heat and savings  while requiring minimal space. Just don’t blame us if 
your neighbors become, well,  a little green with envy.

For a Triangle Tube dealer nearest you, visit www.triangletube.com
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